


Starting methods of Induction motor include:

 Direct –On– line (DOL) starters for less than 10 
Kw motors.

 Star–Delta starters for large motors. The stator 
winding is initially connected in a star 
configuration and later on changed over to a 
Delta connection, when the motor reaches rated 
speed.

 Auto transformer.





 The DOL starter connects the 3-phase main with the motor. The control
circuit is connected to any two phases and energised from them only.
When we press the start button, the current flows through contactor coil
(Magnetizing Coil) and control circuit also.

 The current energises the contactor coil and leads to close the contacts,
and hence 3-phase supply becomes available to the motor. If we press the
stop button, the current through the contact becomes discontinued, hence
supply to the motor will not be available, and the similar thing will
happen when overload relay operates.

 Since the supply of motor breaks, the machine will come to rest. The
contactor coil (Magnetizing Coil) gets supply even though we release
start button because when we release start button, it will get supply from
the primary contacts as illustrated in the diagram of the Direct Online
Starter.













 The external resistance is inserted in each phase of the rotor

winding through slip ring and brush assembly. Initially maximum

resistance is in the circuit. As motor gather speed, the resistance is

gradually cut-off. The operation may be manual or automatic.

 We have seen that the starting torque is proportional to the

rotor resistance. Hence important advantage of this method is not

only the starting current is limited but starting torque of the motor

also gets improved.



 TWO TYPES:

STATOR SIDE CONTROL:

1.BY CHANGING APPLIED VOLTAGE

2.BY CHANGING SUPPLY FREQUENCY

3.BY CHANGING STATOR POLES

ROTOR SIDE CONTROL:

1.BY RHEOSTAT CONTROL

2.BY CASCADE 

3.BY EMF INJECTION METHOD



 The torque produced by running three phase 
induction motor is given by T=KV*V

 If the voltage changes the torque will also 
changes.







 SPEED IS INVERSELY PROPORTIONAL TO 
THE NUMBER OF POLES:

 ns=120f/p









When only main induction motor work, having 

speed corresponds to .

 NS1=120F/P1

When cumulative cascading is done, then 

the complete set runs at a speed of 

NS=120f/(P1+P2)











 Sub Synchronous System








